
First of this is not a job for the faint of heart, pack your lunch.
The  biggest problem to pulling the engine is clearance to get the motor up and out.  You don't have any, 
you have  about 6" of top clearance and an oil pan that is 8"s deep sticking below the front cross 
member, just ignor this  little mathmatical improbability.

First step is the right equipment and preparation. This motor weights almost a Ton so do not try to use 
one of those el-cheapo motor  lifts  like those fold up jobs from Auto Zone, use a good heavy duty lift.
Rent one if you have to.  Check your ground clearance will the lifts legs fit under the  front end steering 
linkage. Most won't so you will have to jack it up about 6" and block it. I put heavy duty ramps and put 
under the front tires as jack stands tend to get in the way. CAUTION: Be sure and set the parking brake 
and block the rear wheels front and back of the tires so it can't roll off those ramps or even if you use 
stands.

Before you raise the  vehicle,  remove  all the components from the top of the engine. Turbo; intake; 
alternator; oil/fuel filter houseings; FICM.  The wireing harness can be disconnected and laid over the 
engine out of the way.  Secure them so they do not flop back and hang up on the way out with the 
engine.  You will want to remove the battery boxes just for clearance.

As stated by the others you will need to remove the entire grill, bumper, front clip; radiator, oil cooler, 
ac cooler ( this can be just folded out of the way and secured), transmission cooler,(if it has the clips you 
will need the special tool ,standard fuel line tools will not work). Remove the turbo to exhaust down-
pipe drop it out the bottom. Remove the transmission dipstick tube. Remove the  ground strap on the 
passenger side firewall going to the back of the head.

Due to clearance restrictions what ever you use to lift with will have to fit as close to the block as 
possible. A chain can be used but  can't have any slack, a turnbuckle on one end can help.
I have a spreader bar that I made that bolts in-place of the factory lifting eyes and adjusts the angle.
Bear in mind you will need to tilt the motor as your comeing out.

I recommend some helpers when doing the pull.   continued
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